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Memo 
 455 Capitol Mall, Suite 300 

 Sacramento, CA 95814 

 916.444-7301 

 

 

Date: November 25, 2015 

To: Crystal Jacobson, Stephanie Holloway (Placer County), Lucia Maloney, Karen Fink, Keith 

Norberg (TRPA), and Gordon Shaw (LSC Transportation Consultants) 

From: Adam Lewandowski, AICP 

Subject: Placer County Tahoe Basin Area Plan, 2035 Land Use Forecasts for each Alternative 

  

 

This memorandum describes the land use forecasts that were developed to reflect the build-out of each 

Area Plan alternative by the year 2035. These land use forecasts were incorporated into the TRPA 

transportation model to evaluate the transportation effects of each Area Plan alternative. Regional land use 

forecasts were prepared for the 2012 Regional Plan Update EIS, as described in the Regional Plan Update 

(RPU) Draft EIS Appendix E, Part 7 “Methodology for estimating VMT and GHG emissions in the draft 

Regional Plan Update, draft Regional Plan Update EIS, Draft RTP, and draft RTP EIR/EIS”. The 2035 land use 

forecast for the adopted RPU (Alternative 3 in the RPU EIS) and the 2010 baseline conditions from the RPU 

EIS were used as the starting point to develop land use forecasts for the Area Plan alternatives. The RPU 

land use forecasts for the Placer County portion of the Tahoe Region were revised, as described below, to 

reflect the specific provisions included in each Area Plan Alternative. 

Revisions that Apply to All Alternatives 

 2015 Baseline: The RPU 2010 baseline land use scenario was updated to reflect the 21 residential 

allocations assigned to projects in Placer County since the RPU was adopted. Residential units were 

assigned to the Transportation Analysis Zones (TAZ) where the approved residential projects occurred, 

based on Placer County and TRPA data. Assumptions about occupancy rates and income categories 

reflected the existing model assumptions within each TAZ, which are based on census data. 

 Cumulative Projects within the Tahoe Region: The list of cumulative projects within the Tahoe Basin was 

reviewed to determine if any projects were not reflected in the RPU 2035 land use scenario. Only the 

proposed Brockway Campground was not already accounted for in the RPU land use scenario. To reflect 

this project, 2,200 Persons-At-One-Time (PAOT) allocations were added to the TAZ that contains the 

project site. This reflects 4 PAOTs per proposed campsite, consistent with TRPA Code requirements for 

the allocation of PAOTs. This project could occur under any alternative, including the no-project 

alternative, so the PAOTS were added in the same way in the 2035 build-out scenario for each 

alternative. 

 

Revisions that Apply to Each Alternative 

The following revisions apply to the four alternatives. The land use scenario changes described below were 

reflected in the 2035 build-out analysis and cumulative analysis for each alternative. 
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Alternative 1 Scenario 

 Town Center Boundary Change: Under Alternative 1, a portion of the Tahoe City Town Center in TAZ 160 

would be removed from the Town Center, and a portion of TAZ 158 would be added to the Town Center. 

Differences between the RPU 2010 and 2035 land use scenarios in TAZ 160 were compared to 

determine if any transfers of residential development or increases in CFA or TAUs were assumed to 

occur in this portion of the Town Center. This review found that no new commercial, tourist, or transfer of 

residential development were assumed to occur in TAZ 160 under the RPU 2035 land use scenario. 

Therefore, no changes to TAZ 160 were needed to reflect the removal of a portion of the Town Center 

from this TAZ. The portion of TAZ 158 to be added to the Town Center is within the Tahoe City Lodge 

Project Area. The proposed use of this area is known and will be evaluated for the project. No changes to 

land use assumptions in TAZ 158 were necessary to reflect the inclusion of a portion of the Town Center 

in this TAZ. (See bullet “Tahoe City Lodge Project” below.) 

 CFA to TAU Conversions: Under Alternative 1, existing or unassigned CFA could be converted to TAUs at a 

ratio of 450 sq. ft. of CFA to 1 TAU. The program would be limited to a total of 400 TAUs, which would be 

restricted to Town Centers. To reflect this provision, 400 TAUs were added to TAZs containing Town 

Centers. The additional TAUs were split evenly between the Tahoe City and Kings Beach Town Centers 

(no additional TAUs were added to the North Stateline Town Center), and 120 of the TAUs assigned to 

Tahoe City were placed in the TAZ that contains the Tahoe City Lodge project, to reflect TAUs required for 

that project. A total of 180,000 sq. ft. of CFA was removed from the Area Plan to reflect CFA that would 

no longer be available. This CFA was removed from the six TAZs in the vicinity of Tahoe City and Kings 

Beach that had the greatest assumed growth in commercial uses under the RPU land use scenario. The 

CFA reductions were converted to reductions in employment using the existing percentages of 

employment type in the TRPA transportation model (30% retail, 39% service, 31% other), and the 

existing ratios of employees per sq. ft. of CFA (retail = 1 employee per 600 sq. ft.; service = 1 employee 

per 172 sq. ft.; and other = 1 employee per 273 sq. ft.). 

 Secondary Residential Units: Secondary residential units would be allowed on parcels less than 1 acre 

within .25 miles of transit, subject to allocation requirements. The locations of transit stops were 

compared to TAZ boundaries. Due to the size and configuration of the TAZs, transit services were 

relatively evenly distributed among TAZs. Therefore, the distribution of residential units between TAZs 

was not changed to reflect an increase in secondary units near transit.  

Secondary residential units would tend to be more moderately priced than single family residential units 

due to their smaller size. Thus, the proportion of moderate-income units was revised to reflect the 

construction of secondary units. There is little information available to predict the exact number of 

secondary units that would be developed under this alternative. To develop a reasonable assumption, 

existing data on the number of secondary units permitted within Placer County as a whole, and within 

the Tahoe portion of Placer County (on lots larger than 1 acre) was evaluated. This data showed that on 

average 5% of the new residential units permitted anywhere in Placer County from 2011 through 2014 

were secondary units. A similar trend occurred in the Tahoe portion of Placer County, where 5% of the 

new residential units permitted were secondary units.  

Data was also gathered from the City of South Lake Tahoe’s certified local government housing program, 

which allows for the conversion of existing illegal secondary units into legal units, subject to allocation 

requirements. This information showed that an average of 2.5 secondary residential units were 

permitted per year under the City’s program. If a comparable number of secondary residential units were 

assumed to be developed in Placer County each year, it would reflect approximately 5% of the new 

residential units projected to be developed by 2035.  
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Based on this information, it was assumed that an additional 5% of the new residential units would be 

secondary residential units created under the Area Plan provisions. To reflect this in the land use 

scenario, 5% of the projected new residential units in Placer County, or a total of 25 units (499 new 

residential units x 0.05 = 25 units) were changed from the high income category to the moderate income 

category. The changes were distributed proportionately to each “plan area” (West Shore, Greater Tahoe 

City, North Tahoe West, and North Tahoe East) based on the projected residential growth in each plan 

area. Within each plan area the changes were distributed among those TAZs that included the greatest 

projected growth in residential units. 

 Tahoe City Lodge Project: The CFA changes described above under “CFA to TAU conversions”, reflected 

the proposed Tahoe City Lodge Project. More than the 26,304 sq. ft. of CFA proposed for conversion 

under the project were removed from the TAZ that includes the project site (TAZ 158), and more than the 

118 TAUs proposed for the project were added to the TAZ. 

 Town Center Zoning Districts: The proposed Town Center zoning districts were reviewed against the RPU 

land use scenario. Within the Tahoe City Town Center, one zoning district that contains Common’s Beach 

is proposed to be rezoned from The Tahoe City Community Plan, Special Area 3 to Mixed-Use Recreation 

in the Area Plan. In the RPU land use scenario, this area was assumed to receive new CFA allocations. To 

reflect the Area Plan zoning, the CFA assigned to this TAZ was redistributed to adjacent TAZs within the 

Tahoe City Town Center. 

 Kings Beach Center Design Concept: The TAZs containing the Kings Beach Center Design Concept were 

reviewed to ensure they contained enough new CFA and TAU allocations to reflect either of the Kings 

Beach Center Design Concept options being considered in the EIR/EIS. Adequate new commodities were 

already assigned to these TAZs and no changes were made to the RPU land use scenario. 

Alternative 2 Scenario 

 Secondary Residential Units: Under Alternative 2, deed-restricted affordable secondary residential units 

would be allowed on parcels less than 1 acre. Because these units would be affordable units, the 

proportion of low-income units was increased slightly to reflect the secondary units. These were reflected 

in the land use scenario as described under Alternative 1, except 5% of the new occupied residential 

units (or a total of 25 units) were changed from the moderate-income category to the low-income 

category, rather than being changed from the high to moderate income categories, as under Alternative 

1. 

 Tahoe City Lodge Project: The TAZ containing the Tahoe City Lodge Project site (TAZ 158) was reviewed 

to ensure it contained enough new CFA and TAU allocations to reflect the reduced scale Tahoe City 

Lodge alternative (59 TAUs). No changes were made to the RPU land use scenario. 

 Town Center Zoning Districts: The same reallocation of CFA within the Tahoe City Town Center described 

under Alternative 1 was performed for Alternative 2, to reflect proposed zoning districts. 

 Kings Beach Center Design Concept: The TAZs containing the Kings Beach Center Design Concept were 

reviewed to ensure they contained enough new CFA and TAU allocations to reflect either Kings Beach 

Center Design Concept option, as described above. No changes were made to the RPU land use 

scenario. 

Alternative 3 Scenario 

 Town Center Density Limits: This alternative would provide a 25% density bonus to deed-restricted 

affordable housing projects within Town Centers. This provision would likely result in an increased 
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number of low-income residential units within a Town Center and a corresponding decrease in units 

outside of Town Centers. Little information is available to predict the exact change in the distribution of 

residential units that would occur as a result of this provision. A financial feasibility analysis prepared 

during the 2012 Regional Plan update (BAE 2012) was used to generate reasonable assumptions on the 

effects the increased density provision.  

The financial feasibility analysis evaluated the feasibility of several generic development proposals under 

different combinations of TDR transfer ratios and costs. The financial feasibility analysis used a residual 

land value approach, which determined the amount of money available to purchase land after the 

development costs, profit, and sales revenue were accounted for. The analysis determined that a 

development scenario would be feasible if a residual land value of at least $5/sq. ft. remained, which 

represents the low end of the costs to acquire land in the Tahoe Region. 

The residual land value approach lends itself to evaluating changes in density, because an increase in 

density would reduce the amount of land needed to construct the same number of units. The 25% 

density bonus for deed-restricted affordable housing would result in a maximum density of 31.25 

units/acre compared to a maximum of 25 units/acre without the density bonus. As a result, to construct 

the same number of units as a project not using the density bonus, a project using the density bonus 

would only need approximately 80% of the land area.  

In the BAE analysis, a residential project with small units was evaluated under four separate scenarios of 

TDR transfer ratios and cost in the financial feasibility analysis, with three scenarios found to be 

financially feasible, and one scenario shown to be not feasible. To estimate the effect of the density 

bonus on financial feasibility, the residual land values for these four scenarios were divided by 0.8 to 

determine the residual land value under an increased density scenario where only 80% of the land area 

was needed.  

Under all four scenarios, the residual land value was greater with the increased density, indicating that 

any scenario would be somewhat more feasible with the density bonus. However, the project scenario 

that was not feasible under the standard density limit did not become feasible with the density bonus. 

Because the density bonus was not found to make otherwise unfeasible project scenarios feasible, a 

conservative estimate of a 2% increase in the number of new units in Town Centers (or 9 units) was used 

to reflect the effects of the density bonus. These additional residential units were distributed roughly 

evenly between TAZs in the Tahoe City and Kings Beach Town Centers, and were assigned to the low-

income category to reflect the required deed-restriction. An equal number of residential units were 

removed from TAZs outside of Town Centers. These nine residential units were removed from the five 

TAZs outside of Town Centers that had the highest number of residential units. 

 Town Center Boundary Change: The modified Tahoe City Town Center boundaries were evaluated as 

described under Alternative 1 and no changes were made to the RPU land use scenario to reflect this 

change. 

 CFA to TAU Conversions: Existing or unassigned CFA could be converted to TAUs at a ratio of 450 sq. ft. 

of CFA to 1 TAU. The program would be limited to a total of 200 TAUs, which would be restricted to Town 

Centers. This provision was reflected consistent with the approach used for Alternative 1, except a total 

of 200 TAUs were added and a total of 90,000 sq. ft. of CFA was removed. 

 Secondary Residential Units: This alternative would allow second residential units on parcels less than 1 

acre anywhere residential uses are allowed. This provision was reflected the same as the similar 

provision in Alternative 1. 
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 Tahoe City Lodge Project: The CFA changes described above under “CFA to TAU conversions”, reflected 

the proposed Tahoe City Lodge Project. More than the 26,304 sq. ft. of CFA proposed for conversion 

under the project were removed from the TAZ that includes the project site, and more than the 118 TAUs 

proposed for the project were added to the TAZ. 

 Town Center Zoning Districts: The same reallocation of CFA within the Tahoe City Town Center described 

under Alternative 1 was performed for this alternative. 

 Kings Beach Center Design Concept: The TAZs containing the Kings Beach Center Design Concept were 

reviewed to ensure they contained enough new CFA and TAU allocations to reflect either Kings Beach 

Center Design Concept option under consideration in the EIR/EIS. No changes were made to the RPU 

land use scenario. 

Alternative 4 Scenario 

 Town Center Density Limits: This alternative would limit residential density to 15 units/acre consistent 

with existing community plans, compared to the 25 units/acre reflected in the RPU land use scenario. 

The effects of this density reduction were evaluated using the financial feasibility analysis prepared for 

the RPU (BAE 2012), similar to the approach described under Alternative 3.  To construct the same 

number of units that could be constructed at 25 units/acre, approximately 160% of the land area would 

be needed at 15 units/acre. In the BAE analysis, three separate residential project types (small units, 

large units, and mixed use) were each evaluated under four separate scenarios of TDR ratios and costs, 

for a total of 12 scenarios. Of these scenarios eight were determined to be feasible and four were not 

feasible at 25 units/acre. When the residual land value was adjusted to reflect the increased land area 

needed at 15 units/acre, only seven scenarios were feasible and five were not feasible. This represents 

a 12.5% decrease in the number of development scenarios that were feasible with the reduced density. 

Based on the reduction in the financial feasibility of projects, an approximate 12.5% decrease in the 

number of new residential units in Town Centers (or 64 units) was included in the land use scenario to 

reflect the reduced density limit. These residential units were removed from the Town Center TAZs that 

were projected to receive the greatest number of new residential units under the RPU land use scenario. 

These units were then redistributed between the TAZs outside of Town Centers that had the highest 

number of residential parcels. 

 Mixed-Use Areas Outside Town Centers: This alternative would not update allowable uses in mixed-use 

areas outside of Town Centers (i.e., Village Centers in the Area Plan), as assumed in the RPU. The TAZs 

that include mixed-use areas outside Town Centers were reviewed to determine if the RPU land use 

scenario assigned any new residential units to these existing commercial areas. In all cases the TAZs 

that contain these mixed-use areas also include existing residential neighborhoods, which would account 

for any residential units added to these TAZs; or the TAZs containing mixed-use areas did not receive 

new residential units under the RPU land use scenario. No changes were made to reflect this provision of 

Alternative 4. 
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Source: Caltrans 2015, adapted by LSC Transportation Consultants, Inc. 

Exhibit 10-2 10-year Trends in Peak Traffic Volume on SR 28 



 

 

 

Source: Caltrans 2015, adapted by LSC Transportation Consultants, Inc. 

Exhibit 10-3 Variation in Traffic Volume on SR 28 at Top of Dollar Hill Throughout the Summer of 2015 



 

 

  

Source: Caltrans 2015, adapted by LSC Transportation Consultants, Inc.  

Exhibit 10-4 Average Variation in Traffic Volume on SR 28 at Top of Dollar Hill throughout a Week in Summer 2015 
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DESCRIPTIONS OF LEVELS OF SERVICE 
 
The concept of level of service is defined as a qualitative measure describing operational conditions 
within a traffic stream, and their perception by motorists and/or passengers. A level of service definition 
generally describes these conditions in terms of such factors as speed and travel time, freedom to 
maneuver, traffic interruptions, comfort and convenience, and safety. Six levels of service are defined for 
each type of facility for which analysis procedures are available. They are given letter designations, from 
A to F, with level of service A representing the best operating conditions and level of service F the worst. 
 
Level of Service Definitions 
 
In general, the various levels of service are defined as follows for uninterrupted flow facilities: 
 
$ Level of service A represents free flow. Individual users are virtually unaffected by the presence of 

others in the traffic stream. Freedom to select desired speeds and to maneuver within the traffic 
stream is extremely high. The general level of comfort and convenience provided to the motorist, 
passenger, or pedestrian is excellent. 

 
$ Level of service B is in the range of stable flow, but the presence of other users in the traffic stream 

begins to be noticeable. Freedom to select desired speeds is relatively unaffected, but there is a slight 
decline in the freedom to maneuver within the traffic stream from LOS A. The level of comfort and 
convenience provided is somewhat less than at LOS A, because the presence of others in the traffic 
stream begins to affect individual behavior. 

 
$ Level of service C is in the range of stable flow, but marks the beginning of the range of flow in 

which the operation of individual users becomes significantly affected by interactions with others in 
the traffic stream. The selection of speed is now affected by the presence of others, and maneuvering 
within the traffic stream requires substantial vigilance on the part of the user. The general level of 
comfort and convenience declines noticeably at this level. 

 
$ Level of Service D represents high-density, but stable, flow. Speed and freedom to maneuver are 

severely restricted, and the driver or pedestrian experiences a generally poor level of comfort and 
convenience. Small increases in traffic flow will generally cause operational problems at this level. 

 
$ Level of service E represents operating conditions at or near the capacity level. All speeds are 

reduced to a low, but relatively uniform value. Freedom to maneuver within the traffic stream is 
extremely difficult, and it is generally accomplished by forcing a vehicle or pedestrian to “give way” 
to accommodate such maneuvers. Comfort and convenience levels are extremely poor, and driver or 
pedestrian frustration is generally high. Operations at this level are usually unstable, because small 
increases in flow or minor perturbations within the traffic stream will cause breakdowns. 

 
$ Level of service F is used to define forced or breakdown flow. This condition exists wherever the 

amount of traffic approaching a point exceeds the amount which can traverse the point. Queues form 
behind such locations. Operations within the queue are characterized by stop-and-go waves, and they 
are extremely unstable. Vehicles may progress at reasonable speeds for several hundred feet or more, 
then be required to stop in a cyclic fashion. Level of service F is used to describe the operating 
conditions within the queue, as well as the point of the breakdown. It should be noted, however, that 
in many cases operating conditions of vehicles or pedestrians discharged from the queue may be 
quite good. Nevertheless, it is the point at which arrival flow exceeds discharge flow which causes 
the queue to form, and level of service F is an appropriate designation for such points. 
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Future Cumulative + Alternative 1 
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Future Cumulative + Alternative 3 

   



 















Future Cumulative + Alternative 4 

   



 















LOS Output Scenarios for SR 28 & TC Lodge 
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SR 28 Roadway Capacity in Tahoe City and Kings Beach 
   
There is no standard traffic engineering analysis technique regarding the capacity associated with urban 
three‐lane roadways operating under congested conditions with heavy parking, pedestrian and bicycle 
activity.  This question was addressed in detail in the traffic study conducted for the Kings Beach 
Commercial Core Improvement Project, as fully documented in Appendix L of the Kings Beach 
Commercial Core Improvement Project Draft Environmental Assessment/Environmental Impact 
Report/Environmental Impact Statement (Jones and Stokes, March 2007).  This methodology was based 
on traffic counts conducted in Tahoe City, and a calibration of a simple model based upon roadway 
factors impacting traffic capacity. 

Specifically, LSC staff conducted manual traffic counts on SR 28 in Tahoe City in the summer of 2002, 
taken just east of the State Recreation Area on the east side of town, as follows: 

Observed Capacity (Vehicles per Hour)                Eastbound          Westbound 

Friday, July 12, 2002 ‐ Starting 2:15 PM     822       698 

Friday, August 9, 2002 ‐ Starting 12:45 PM          709       741 

Both counts were conducted when there was a stop‐and‐go queue formed by traffic entering Tahoe City 
from the east.  While capacity varies with the level of pedestrian, bicycling, and parking activity, for 
typical levels of activity on SR 28 in Tahoe City, this data indicates a westbound capacity entering Tahoe 
City of 730 and an eastbound capacity exiting Tahoe City of 750. 

These figures are far below (less than half of) the theoretical capacity of a two‐lane roadway.  An 
assessment was conducted regarding the impact of a variety of observed factors in Tahoe City that 
reduce capacity, and then adjusted to reflect the differing level of various factors impacting traffic 
capacity along SR 28 in Kings Beach versus Tahoe City.  These factors are discussed below: 

 Driver characteristics impact traffic flow.  Recreational drivers tend to drive more erratically 
than commuters (for instance) and are more distracted by sights along the way.  As a result, a 
“base” figure of 1,500 vehicles per hour per lane is appropriate (rather than the maximum value 
of 1,900 observed in other settings). 

 Pedestrians crossing the highway require a portion of the time otherwise available for traffic 
movement. Counts and delay observations conducted during busy summer conditions in Tahoe 
City indicate that 16.2 percent of total potential roadway capacity is eliminated due to this 
factor.  

 Similarly bicyclists crossing the highway, based upon counts and delay observations, are 
estimated to reduce capacity in Tahoe City by 2.8 percent. 

 Bicyclists traveling along the travel lanes also tend to reduce roadway capacity, by causing 
drivers to hesitate or divert their travel path. This factor is estimated to reduce capacity in 
Tahoe City by 3 percent. 



 On‐street parking maneuvers impact roadway capacity, as a function of the number of spaces, 
the turnover rate of the spaces, and the time that traffic is interrupted as drivers enter and exit 
the spaces. Based on counts and observations made during peak summer conditions, this factor 
is estimated to reduce capacity in Tahoe City by 6.3 percent. 

 Searching for available on‐street parking spaces reduces capacity, as drivers tend to drive 
slower than otherwise, in order to avoid missing an available space. Counts conducted in Tahoe 
City indicate that 24 percent of all traffic entering on SR 28 is destined to the commercial core 
area. These drivers searching for parking tend to travel at approximately 20 miles per hour, 
which results in the entire traffic queue traveling at this speed under queued conditions. The 
Highway Capacity Manual indicates that the capacity of a roadway at 20 miles per hour is 21 
percent below the capacity at 25 miles per hour. 

 Conflicting turning movements also tend to reduce roadway capacity, as through drivers are 
delayed by left‐turning drivers who do not fully pull into the center two‐way left‐turn lane, by 
right‐turning drivers blocked by pedestrians or cyclists crossing the driveway, and by drivers 
entering the roadway that “force” their way into the traffic stream. Delays are often observed 
under queue conditions as through drivers politely wave drivers waiting on the side street into 
the traffic stream. This factor is estimated in Tahoe City to consume 15 percent of roadway 
capacity. 

 Finally, in Tahoe City truck loading and unloading activity occurring in the center two‐way left‐
turn lane sometimes causes additional delays (particularly from delivery trucks that are accessed 
on the side rather than the rear). This factor is estimated to result in a final reduction of 2 
percent of capacity. 

These various factors can be combined in a multiplicative fashion: 
 
Total Reduction = (1 – 0.162) X (1 ‐ 0.028) X (1 ‐ 0.03) X (1‐0.063) X (1 ‐ 0.21) X (1 ‐ 0.15) X (1 ‐ 0.02) 
 
  = 0.512 
 
These factors together are estimated to reduce westbound roadway capacity in Tahoe City by 51.2 
percent. Applying this reduction to the “ideal” capacity of 1,500 vehicles per hour results in a capacity of 
731, which calibrates well with the observed westbound capacity of 730. Applying the same methodology 
in the eastbound direction yields a capacity of 750. 
   
It is next necessary to “calibrate” the capacity of a three‐lane cross‐section in Kings Beach against the 
observed capacity of a similar cross‐section in Tahoe City.  The capacity reduction impacts of many of 
these factors would be less in Kings Beach with a three‐lane roadway than they are in Tahoe City. The 
lower levels of bicycle and pedestrian activity in Kings Beach result in lower capacity reductions than in 
Tahoe City.  Similarly, the lower number of on‐street parking spaces that would be available along each 
roadway segment results in less associated loss of capacity.  For many roadway segments, the number of 
driveways is lower than in Tahoe City, resulting in a lower potential for turning‐movement conflicts and 
associated loss in capacity.  In addition, it can be expected that the higher number of side‐street truck 
loading opportunities in Kings Beach would avoid the impact of loading activity found in Tahoe City.  
However, while the proportion of total traffic looking for parking is estimated (based on turning 



movement volumes) to be lower in Kings Beach, it is still sufficient enough to reduce the overall speed of 
the traffic queue. 
   
The impacts of these various factors was estimated for the three potential constraining roadway segments 
in Kings Beach between Secline Street and Fox Street, and multiplied by the ideal capacity of 1,500 
vehicles per hour per lane.  This analysis assumes that, if necessary, the limitations in on‐street parking 
triggered by monitoring (as identified in the Kings Beach Commercial Core EIR/EIS/EIS) would be 
implemented.  The critical segment in the eastbound direction was found to be the block between Secline 
Street and Deer Street with a capacity (adjusted to the count location) of 1,241 vehicles per hour.  In the 
westbound direction, the critical segment is the block between Coon Street and Bear Street, with a 
capacity (adjusted to the count location) of 1,171 vehicles per hour.   




